
A long time ago in Mexico, an artist called Pedro Linares once dreamt 
of a place that had giant rocks, tall trees, and a blue sky. Suddenly, 
the clouds, rocks and trees began to transform into animals that were 
familiar but looked strange. There were horses with dragonfly wings, 
roosters with antlers, and creatures that looked like hairy dragons! 
They had unnatural colours and patterns all over their bodies. When 
Pedro awoke, he started to blend animals together to create ALEBRIJES 
(ah-lay-BREE-hays). The wood he used to carve them was believed to
be magical. Alebrijes have remained a traditional folk art in Mexico.





The instructions on the 2nd side of the postcard are very
straight-forward and can be given out to the class as a whole.
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Whole class adaptations

You may wish to create a collage of creatures on the board so
that pupils have a wide array of heads, legs, wings, etc to copy
onto their halves of paper.

Once the task has been completed on paper in 2-D, you can
lead them to work in 3-D with plasticine or clay.

Both 2-D and 3-D examples can be coloured brightly and
elaborately to make a vivid display.
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This is an excellent way of combining Art with Science. Why do
some animals have enormous heads and others very small ones?
What are wings for? Why do some creatures only need tiny legs
and others huge, muscular ones? What is the difference between
claws and talons? 

a

Links to Wider Curriculum

There are also obvious links between the task and other myths
and legends? What are dragons? Unicorns? What are their
powers? In which famous stories do we find them?

The developing of their fine motor skills in the creation of the
alebrijes, can link to gross motor skills by encouraging the pupils
to move as their creations, safely and at different speeds.
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